Floret-like multinucleated giant cells in a neurofibromatosis type 1-associated neurofibroma.
I report herein a case of floret-like multinucleated giant cells (FMGCs) in a neurofibroma (NF) from a patient with neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1). CD34-positive FMGCs have been described in 2 prior cases of cutaneous NF and in gynecomastia from patients with NF1. In the case of NFs with FMGCs, these CD34-positive cells may represent endoneurial dendritic cells distinct from both fibroblasts and Schwann cells and do not represent degenerative or malignant change. However, the exact origin of these cells is debatable. I encourage others to observe for the presence of CD34-positive FMGCs in NFs to determine whether they are an incidental finding or are specific to NFs in patients with NF1.